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Rancher's wolf comments in online magazine article raise questions
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SILVER CITY — Comments made by a Grant County rancher in an in-depth article on the Mexican gray wolf recovery program
could very well spawn an investigation and bring to new heights the polarization between pro- and anti-wolf proponents. 

The article hit the Web site Thursday of High Country News, a Colorado-based magazine that focuses on outdoors issues in the
American West. Titled "Last chance for the Lobo," the article by contributing editor John Dougherty quotes Catron County rancher
Mike Miller and recounts a story of the rancher branding a pregnant cow near the known den of reintroduced wolves in an attempt to
cause the wolves to attack and kill the soon-to-be-born calf. 

"So Miller was concerned when the Durango female showed up near his house about a dozen times. Yet instead of trying to scare it
off, he did the opposite. On June 21, he branded cattle less than a half-mile from the wolves' den, the enticing aroma of seared flesh
surely reaching the pack's super-sensitive nostrils. Miller was, in essence, offering up a cow as a sacrifice," the article reads. 

The piece further goes on to state that Miller did so in hopes of getting a third strike against the wolves. Currently SOP 13, standard
operating procedure 13, of the recovery program calls for the removal of a wolf following three confirmed cattle depredations. 

"We would sacrifice a calf to get a third strike," the article quotes Miller. 

Adobe-Slash ranch manager Gene Whetten is quoted much later in the lengthy article as saying the ranch has not sacrificed cows
to get wolves removed as Miller contended. 

"There is no way to set a cow up to be killed," Whetten is quoted, adding that wolves wander through herds all the time and usually
leave them alone. 

A study of the wolves' diets conducted in 2004 found that only 4 percent of food remains in wolf feces was cattle meat. 

The article has already raised some concern among groups avidly supporting the reintroduction program, including the Center for
Biological Diversity, which released a statement Thursday demanding the release of the Aspen Pack and the collection of telemetry
devices used to track collared wolves. 

The articles states that armed ranches routinely patrol Forest Service roads with telemetry devices tracking the wolves. 

"This is illegal and unethical and we're outraged," said Michael Robinson of the Center for Biological Diversity, concerning the baiting
of the Durango Pack. "It's highly likely the Aspen Pack was baited as well." 

The center urged that all telemetry receivers be immediately retrieved. 

"Why is the government giving the tools to allow this kind of baiting to those violating the law?" said Robinson in a released statement.
""Given the high rate of poaching and wolf disappearances including near to the Adobe Ranch, giving the sworn enemies of the
wolves the tools to precisely locate them is unconscionable." 

Finally the group asked that a formal investigation be undertaken concerning the possibilities of baiting of the wolves. 

Miller could not be reached for comment Thursday, but Jonathan Thompson, editor of the High Country News said he doesn't believe
Miller was misquoted in the article. 

"We have a great reporter here. He is a very experienced investigative journalist," he said. "I don't believe it was taken out of
context." 

Thompson confirmed that the article is in this month's issue of High Country News and some issues should already be arriving at
subscribers' homes. The article was linked to the publication's front Web page around noon Thursday. 

"We were surprised like everyone else," Thompson said of first seeing the article. 

Jose Viramontes, spokesman for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, said the service had contributed to the article, but was just
becoming aware of the statement by Miller Thursday afternoon. 

"The service is looking into these claims that wolves have been baited," he said. "If that was the case, it could result in a formal
investigation by a law enforcement agency." 

Viramontes said in a broader view that there have been rumors of baiting for years and SOP 13 is already being reviewed to take
such instances into account. 



"When SOP 13 was created I don't think anyone foresaw this kind of activity," he said. 

He added that the service will look into the case before action is taken. 

"The service isn't treating the quote as fact. We would do our own independent inquiry first," he said. 
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